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ABSTRACT : The oil industry is interested in imaging the fine structures of sedimentary formations masked below high-velocity

volcanics or basalt flow for commercial exploration of hydrocarbons. But standard seismic reflection profiling very often fails to

explore the sub-volcanic sediments due to contamination of near-vertical primary reflections with multiples, mode converted and

scattering waves generated by interbeds, breccia and vesicles within the volcanics. The effect of this noise becomes less prominent

as the source-receiver offset increases, and the primaries carrying sub-surface information stand out at the wide-angle range.

Traveltime inversion of wide-angle seismic data including both first arrivals and identifiable wide-angle reflected phases has been

able to delineate the large-scale velocity structure of basalt-covered sedimentary formations but lacks in small-scale structural

details. We apply 2-D full-waveform tomography to synthetic data for a realistic earth model, with a view to extracting the

small-scale stratigraphic features of sedimentary formations. As the tomographic inversion of waveform seeks to use the full

information of the recorded wavefield, it has the potential to delineate thin sedimentary layers hidden below thick basalt cover,

and may thus serve as a powerful tool to image sedimentary basins in various parts of the world, where the sediments are covered

by high-velocity materials like basalts, salts, carbonates, etc.

INTRODUCTION

Imaging of sediments hidden below high-velocity
materials like basalts, salts, carbonates is difficult by
conventional (low-angle) seismic reflection profiling.
However, wideaperture recording with large explosives has
been an important tool for imaging subsurface structures in
such geological situations. Traveltime inversion (Zelt and
Smith, 1992) of refracted and selected wide-angle reflected
phases can produce a large wavelength velocity model of
sediments underlain by high-velocity basalt-cover (Jarchow
et al., 1994; Fliedner and White, 2001; Sain et al., 2002).
Here we attempt to delineate small-scale structures
(stratigraphy) of sedimentary formations by employing
waveform tomography (also referred to full-waveform
inversion or diffraction tomography) to wide-angle seismic
data. As the true earth along a profile is 2-D in nature, the 1-
D model assumption using reflectivity theory breaks down.
To avoid this, we use the computer intensive, full wavefield,
finite-difference modeling (Pratt et al., 1998; Pratt, 1999) in
which the model is represented by a grid of nodes. The method
resembles prestack, reverse time migration but differs in that
the problem is formulated in terms of velocity (not
reflectivity), and the approach is fully iterative.

METHODOLOGY

The method of waveform tomography is based on a
local descent  logrithm that reduces the waveform misfit
between the observed and modeled data iteratively. The model
data are computed using a visco-acoustic, full-wave equation
based on finite-difference method. Ray asymptotics are
avoided, and higher-order effects such as diffractions and
multiple scattering are accounted for automatically.

FORWARD MODELING

The time domain discretized wave field, u(t) can be
expressed as

Mu(t) + Cu(t) = Ku(t) = f(t) ~  ~  ~  ~                        (1)

where M is the mass, C is the damping, and K is the stiffness
matrices respectively, and 

 ~ 
 f(t)

 is the time domain source
term. The single and double dots represent the first and
second order derivatives respectively. The mass, stiffness and
damping matrices are computed by forming a discrete
representation of the partial differential equations and the
physical parameters like velocity, bulk density and
attenuation. To gain the distinct computational advantages

~
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of frequency domain (Marfurt, 1984; Pratt, 1990), equation
(1) is Fourier transformed to,

Ku(ω) + iω Cu(ω) − ω 2 Mu(ω ) = f(ω )             (2)

where u(ω) is the complex-valued Fourier-transformed wave
field and f(ω ) is the source signature in the frequency domain,

Equation (2) can be simplified as

Su = f                                        (3)

where S = K - ω 2M + iω C is the complex impedance matrix.
The wavefield can be computed as

u = S-1f                                       (4)

Since S is a very large and sparse matrix, equation
(3) is solved through LU decomposition (Pratt, 1990). Once
the matrix S is decomposed as S = LU , the L and U matrices
can be repeatedly used for other sources. This is very important
for iterative solutions, in which many forward computations
are needed for many real as well as virtual sources. If the
source signature is a Kronecker delta function, δ

ij
 , the column

vectors in S-1 contain the discrete approximations to the
Green’s functions for impulses at different nodes. Green’s
functions are computed implicitly by solving the acoustic wave
equation in frequency-space domain.

INVERSE APPROACH

The object of the inverse algorithm is to infer a set
of model parameters, p, the synthetics of which suitably match
the observations. Given an initial velocity model, p(0), the
synthetics or model response can be calculated using equation
(4). The residual error, δd, defined as the difference between
the model response, u and the observed data, d is minimized
iteratively

                               (5)

where the superscript t denotes matrix transpose and * denotes
complex conjugate. A new parameter set is obtained
according to

                             (6)

where k is the iteration number, and α is a step length chosen
to minimize the misfit function in the direction given by the
gradient of E(p). The iteration continues until some stopping
criteria is reached. The gradient direction is evaluated by
taking partial derivative of equation (5) with respect to each
of model parameters,p ,

                  (7)

where Jij= __∂ui

∂pj
, i=(1,2, ........,n); j =(1,2, ........,m),is the so-called

Frechet kernel, an n × m derivative matrix. Here n is the

number of observations and m is the total number of model

parameters. For linear forward problems, the step length α
is computed as

                                     (8),

where  represents the Euclidean length of vectors. For non-
linear forward problem, as in the case of seismic wavefield,
the step length must be found using the line search techniques
along the direction opposite to the gradient. The gradient
direction can be computed using equation (7), if the Frechet
kernel is known. However, it is a computationally forbidding
task. As for example, n X m forward solutions are needed to
compute the n X m elements of Jt, which is too expensive to
pursue. Lailly (1983) and Tarantola (1984) showed that the
steepest descent direction (negative direction of  ) could
be computed by backpropagating the data residuals and
correlating the results with forward-propagated wavefields
without computing the Frechet kernel explicitly. The so called
back-propagation method to compute the gradient vector is
expressed as

                   (9)

where v d= S  -1  t *δ
∧  is the back-propagated wavefield, and

 is the ith virtual source term. The scale factor 
∂S

t

∂p
i

__

consists of only highly local non-zero values at, or near, the

diagonal of the ith row. The virtual source represents the
interaction of the background wavefield, u with the model
parameter, p

i
. It is evident that the gradient can be computed

as the scaled multiplication of the forward modeled wavefield
u and the back-propagated residual wavefield v , equivalent
to correlation in time domain. This is closely related to reverse
time migration and to the imaging condition of Claerbout
(1985). In fact, in waveform tomography, migration is
repeated for many times to focus the images more and more.

In brief, three forward modeling problems are solved
in one iteration of an inversion using gradient method. By
solving the first forward modeling problem, the background
wavefield u is obtained. The back-propagated wavefield v is
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obtained by solving the second forward modeling problem
using residual waveforms as virtual source. After the two
forward problems being solved, the gradient vector is
evaluated. Finally, step length α is computed by solving the
third forward modeling problem using the computed gradient
vector as a virtual source. Once the first forward solution u
is ready and hence the LU factors of the impedance matrix S,
the other two solutions can be rapidly computed using the
computed LU factors. This is the advantage of forward
modeling in frequency domain. Furthermore, it is trivial to
correlate the forward modeled wavefield u and the back-
propagated wavefield v in frequency domain, which is simply
multiplication. This is another advantage by formulizing the
inversion in frequency domain.

SOURCE SIGNATURE

In frequency domain, source signature can be
accounted for explicitly by assuming the source terms in the
modeling are multiplied by an unknown, complex-value
scalar, λ.

This leads to the modification of equation (3) as
Su = λf. Pratt (1999) exhibited that the λ can be expressed as

λ = 
 __ utd*

utu*                                     (10)

This yields both the amplitude and phase of the
desired source signature at the given frequency. We need to
compute only one forward model (per source and per
frequency). In contrast to the algorithm of  Zhou et al. (1997),
this algorithm is independent of the starting model for the
source wavelet, and it converges in one iteration.

EXAMPLE

Fig.1 shows a realistic velocity model in which the
dimension (x, z) has been kept small (5 km by 1 km) to
avoid large computation times. The sedimentary formations
have three dipping strata with velocities of 4.0, 3.5 and 4.0
km/s underlain by basalt flow with average velocity of 4.6
km/s. The sediments are underlain by another flow of basalt
(5.0 km/s) followed by basement with average velocity of
5.6 km/s. The discrete representation of the model is shown
in Fig.2 in which the wavefield is to be computed at n

x
 x n

z

= l nodal points on a regular grid of interval 5 m in both x
and z direction, corresponding to 14 grid points per
maximum wavelength. The model is thought of as being
specified at each of these node points. Throughout the
modeling, constant values of density (2.5 kg/m3 ) and quality

factor (Q= 100) were used. The frequency domain forward
modeling was carried at every 0.5 Hz interval up to 50 Hz
starting from 0.5 Hz using equation (4) for given sources. To
generate forward modeled data, it is necessary to compute
the l x l impedance matrix, S. The wavefield vector, u, and the
source vector, f, are all l x 1 column vectors. All quantities
except the model parameters are complex quantities. Time
domain records can be synthesized by inverse Fourier
transformation. For the example shown here, we computed
100 shot gathers with 50 m intervals at 400 receiver locations
with 12.5 m intervals. Fig.3 displays a representative shot
gather at 2.25 km model distance. Analysis of first arrival
traveltime data cannot provide any low velocity information
(Fig.4), but the derived model can be used as a starting model
for waveform tomography. A preliminary result of waveform
tomography for this synthetic data set is illustrated in Fig.5
that shows the image of diamond shaped sedimentary
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Figure1: A synthetic velocity model where sediments (reddish
yellow and red) are sandwiched between basalt flows
represented by green and light blue respectively. Dark
blue is the basement.

Figure 2 : A schematic discrete representation of the forward
modeling problem. The wavefield is sampled at each of
the nx x nz = l node points. Data are synthesized at the
first n of these nodes, shown by inverted triangles.
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formation with varying scale length. Results of waveform
tomography for various models with sedimentary strata of
different dimension and scale lengths will be presented, and
some salient features of the modeling will be discussed.

Figure 3: A shot gather, computed using a full-wave equation, viscoacoustic, frequency-domain finite-difference method at the middle of
the model corresponding to shot SP-50

Figure 4: Smoothed version of the velocity model derived from traveltime inversion of first arrival seismic data and was used as the
starting model for waveform tomography.
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Figure 5: Velocity model derived from waveform tomography of wideangle seismic data starting from initial model shown in Fig.4.
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